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Product Overview

Carrier-Grade Video Delivery with  
a World-Class User Experience



Enter the World of WISI

Rely on 100 Years of Innovation
Founded in 1926, WISI has been consistently innovating technology for almost 100 years. 
We support all video codecs, physical interfaces, and streaming formats - enabling opera-
tors to seamlessly connect between yesterday, today and tomorrow.

 

Rely on a Global Perspective
Video operators in more than 150 countries rely on WISI to provide subscribers with a great 
TV experience. WISI offices are located around the globe to ensure efficient support and 
localized application knowledge. 

Rely on a Proven Partner
At WISI, we are a reliable partner to 2500+ customers. We collaborate closely 
with our channel and technology partners to support the implementation of all 
video projects, from small network applications to full headend deployments.

 

Rely on Customer-Centric Values
We play a prominent role in understanding customer needs to develop progres-
sive video processing solutions. This philosophy allows us to apply the same 
standards of integrity and customer service worldwide. 

96 Years in Operation 150+ Countries11 Offices Worldwide 2500+ Customers
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 A Trusted Partner to Count On

Collapse up to  
racks of equipment into 1RU

Save  
on power costs

Cut up to 
in troubleshooting time

Our Customers:

84%12 BIG
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We are pretty much using WISI 
through the whole system.  
We looked at quite a few options 
for transcoding but nobody else 
could offer the ease of use and 
the advanced [user] interface that 
WISI provides. 

- Linwood Tyndall
Infrastructure Engineer

Greenlight

Success Story

Video Upgrade  
with Exceptional Results

Challenge

• Replace aging Cisco DCM equipment with a more reliable solution

• Convert to a more efficient and user-friendly management system

Solution

• Expand the use of the Inca IP Video Platform to handle all off-air equipment, as 
well as transrating and transcoding for both local and national channels

• Install the Tangram Video Platform at edge locations for feed conversion and 
multiplexing over the fiber network

• Extensive use of VidiOS™  and All Seeing Eye monitoring and management tools

Results at a Glance

• Collapse racks of gear into 1RU solutions

• Reliable state-of-the-art video processing for the entire channel delivery chain

• Future-proofed solution, via modular upgrades and replacements when needed

• Highly intuitive UI tools significantly reduced troubleshooting time

“
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I really liked the form factor of the 
Inca platform, and how much you 
could fit into 1 rack unit. The high-
density and licensing model was also 
really attractive to us, but more than 
anything, there was a lot of people 
telling us good things about WISI 
hardware and software.

- David Girvan
Chief Operating Officer

United Fiber

Success Story

From Hosted  
to Self-Managed ABR

“
Challenge

• Previous hosted ABR service led to loss of quality control and blackouts of 
national channels

• Customer frustration was mounting as United Fiber had to wait for a 3rd party to 
troubleshoot any issues

Solution

• Full pivot of their multiscreen offering from a hosted model to an on-premise 
solution, over which they have full control and visibility

• Launched the Inca IP Video Platform to power carrier-grade multiscreen services

Results at a Glance

• Protected their brand identity by bringing video services in-house, eliminating any 
reliance on a 3rd party to manage video quality and service issues for subscribers 

• Gained control of their network and troubleshooting capabilities with VidiOS™ 
management and monitoring tools
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The results are increased stability of our IP video network, with better use and 
efficiency on our DOCSIS spectrum. We have more than tripled our speeds. Our 
troubleshooting time has greatly reduced. We can now keep our team focused 
and more efficient, solving issues and trying to increase profitability and reduce 
expenses. We’ve cut our operating expenses across the board.

- Andre Johnson
Broadcast IP Video Engineer

Cable Bahamas.

Leaders of Edge Video Delivery

“
RECEIVE PROCESS SECURE OUTPUT

 P ASI, 8VSB, QAM

 P GigE

 P Demultiplex

 P Filter, PID remap

 P MPEG-DASH

 P SRT

 P ABR Transcode

 P Transcode to HEVC, 
MPEG-4, MPEG-2

 P Encode baseband

 P Bulk decrypt Verimatrix, 
BISS

 P Pro:idiom encrypt

 P BISS, AES encrypt

 P SRT, RTP+FEC

 P Package MPEG-DASH, HLS

 P ASI, QAM, Analog

 P Multiplex

 P Transport/Routing
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Intelligent Video Platforms

All Seeing Eye - Award-Winning IP Visual Video Monitoring
Compatible with the Inca, Tangram and Chameleon platforms and streams  
from 3rd party products

It’s important for us not to always be on the cutting edge, but to work with vendors who can provide all the carrier-
grade features we were looking for. WISI provides a great video solution, that is streamlined and intuitive to 
implement. The process has been very smooth, with great support provided throughout the entire experience.

- Ehren Hawks, 
Supervisor of Network Operations

Easton Utilities

Live Linear and ABR Solution

Hospitality and Edge Solution

“

Encoder and Broadcast Solution
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Headend

QAM

Analog

Package

Analog TVIP

OTT

Encrypt

Transcode
to MPEG-2

ABR
Transcode

Encrypt to
Pro:Idiom

Linear Video

Bulk
Decrypt

Options For Hospitality Site

  Benefits:

 P Experience reliable and secure video delivery – cost-effective 
encryption and transport from headend to hospitality sites

 P Gain flexibility by bridging new technology to legacy – convert 
video streams to any format at the edge, per use-case

 P Reduce costs – replace proprietary encryption with industry-
standard protection options

 P Save rack space and power – replace multi-chassis systems with 
power-efficient, modular 1RU platforms

WISI’s headend and edge video platforms enable operators to serve all types of hospi-
tality networks such as hotels, hospitals, nursing homes, educational institutions, and 
entertainment venues. 

Operators can upgrade their video network to modern video delivery, while still main-
taining existing infrastructure at hospitality sites. Additionally, operators can utilize a 
switch to IP to expand and up-sell broadband services.

No matter how your existing network is set-up, WISI products are able to seamlessly 
integrate and provide carrier-grade video delivery.

Applications

Upgrade Hospitality Networks

IP
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Operator Headend

Professional
ABR Receiver

QAM

Analog

Set Top Box

Analog TV

TVIP

ABR
TV Service

Hospitality Site / MDU

Re-purpose ABR video streams from multiscreen deployments and convert to IP trans-
port stream for IPTV services or to QAM or Analog for hospitality networks. The ABR 
Receiver allows video operators to connect multiscreen PayTV offerings to the edge and 
maintain existing infrastructure at hospitality sites.

Developed in partnership with Verimatrix.

Applications

ABR Receiver

  Benefits:

 P Eliminate duplication in the headend - use the same ABR streams 
for business accounts that continue to serve linear workflows

 P Continue to provide secure end-to-end content protection with 
ABR bulk decrypt capabilities

 P Provide synchronized screens from ABR sources in venues like 
sports bars and stadiums
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The multiscreen video market is growing rapidly, and as more viewers enjoy the flexibility 
of watching TV at any time from different devices, their demand for broadcast-grade 
quality is increasing. WISI empowers operators to offer full cable line-ups to end-users 
using next-gen video delivery to multiscreen devices, removing the need for set-top 
boxes and truck rolls.

Three common deployments:

• An on-premise solution where operators maintain their own headend and manage 
all equipment.

• A fully hosted solution where video services are transmitted from hosted headends 
situated in various North American locations.

• A hybrid model, where national channels come from a central hosted provider and 
local channels are processed by the operator.

The choice is never this simple , but the Inca IP Video Platform is a flexible transcoder that 
can be deployed with either solution or a hybrid of both.

Applications

On-Premise and Hosted ABR Video Solutions

  Benefits:

 P Low-power architecture, consuming less than 200 W per fully 
loaded 1RU chassis

 P Rapid configuration and deployment with VidiOS™, an award-
winning web-based UI

 P Powerful VidiOS™ management tools with integrated analytics, 
video thumbnails, and stream downloads

 P Trusted video delivery solutions, deployed globally by 
customers such as Access Communications, Cable Bahamas, 
and Westman Communications

Hosted Solutions: Ecosystem Partners:
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When delivering PayTV services to B2B and hospitality networks, video operators in-
clude support for local content such as informational services and security camera feeds. 
As operators convert TV deployments at edge sites, support for local channels must con-
tinue. WISI, a world leader of edge video delivery, is proud to offer flexible, carrier-grade 
solutions for Local Channel Insertion, ready to deploy at edge sites.

Applications

Local ABR Channel Insertion

  Benefits:

 P Save bandwidth by packaging on-premise and simplify 
operational troubleshooting. Avoid carting streams to a central 
location for processing 

 P Gain operational efficiencies by deploying a modular, power-
efficient chassis 

 P Continue to include localized content in hospitality line-ups 
when migrating to ABR 

 P Experience 24/7 uptime with responsive support team and 
redundancy features

Headend Hospitality Site / MDU

ABR
TV Service

Multiscreen
Devices

Encode Package Origin

Informational
Channel

Lobby 
cameras
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  Features:

  Key Applications

 P Receive 8VSB, ASI, IP, SRT, and MPEG-DASH

 P Modular, flexible chassis uses less than 200 W per 1RU

 P 10G SFP+ support, AC and DC power options

 P Superior video quality for ABR deployments with advanced de-
interlacing and uprating 30fps to 60fps

High-density Transcode
• Transcode for linear IPTV
• Transcode to multi-bitrate profiles for ABR applications

IP video streaming
• 8VSB to IP
• ASI to IP
• SRT send or receive
• Package streams to MPEG-DASH, HLS
• MPEG-DASH to transport stream with Verimatrix bulk decrypt

Increase visibility with VidiOS™ - includes video  
thumbnails, stream downloads and integrated analytics 

Save big on power costs for high-density  
deployments - less than 200 W per chassis

Profit from using a modular platform - add or  
change functionality at any time

Inca IP Video Platform

Live Linear and ABR Solution
Best suited for high-density deployments, WISI’s modular platform bridges the gap 
between legacy equipment and new video technologies, including next-gen HEVC 
and ABR transcode applications. 
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Enables rapid configuration and deployment

Experience deep visibility and efficient troubleshooting

Experience effective diagnostic tools with video thumbnails, stream sample downloads, 
detailed stream statistics including PID and payload details, warnings and errors

*Cut Trouble Calls by 84% with VidiOS™
Inca’s advanced processing and monitoring engine provides unique visibility into  
every step of the video processing chain.

* An 84% reduction of trouble calls attributed to VidiOS™ management tools was recently reported by a North American Tier 1 operator

HXC Module
• Linear or adaptive bitrate transcode 

between MPEG-2, MPEG-4 or HEVC.

• Enables new features: Advanced-
deinterlacing, flexible profile options 
for ABR transcode, uprating from 
30fps to 60 fps. 

ASI Module
• Up to 6x ASI inputs (Linear or ABR 

transcode can be optionally added)

Available Modules
Up to 4 modules can be used in a single Inca chassis. One module type can be installed 

exclusively or in combination with other modules to support different applications.

XC3 Transcode Module
• Linear or Adaptive bitrate transcoding 

between MPEG-2 and MPEG-4

8VSB / QAM Receiver Module
• 4x 8VSB ATSC or DVB-C Annex B QAM 

(Linear or ABR transcode can be optionally added)

NEW!
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Save on rack space, power, and cooling costs for 
high-density deployments 

Combine modules in a 1RU chassis to meet specific  
application needs

Bridge between digital and RF - migrate to IP distribution 
and connect to existing edge networks

Tangram High-Density Video Platform

Hospitality and Edge Solution

1111111

1:13:22

  Features:

  Key Applications:

 P Powerful, modular platform with options for QAM, IP, 8VSB, 
SRT, ASI, and encryption/decryption

 P Low power consumption, AC or DC power options

 P Bandwidth expansion with four SFP slots

 P High reliability with module and source redundancy

Feed hospitality networks
• IP to QAM/analog
• BISS, BISS-CA, Pro:Idiom encryption
• Replace CableCard with IP delivery
• Insert local content from HDMI and SDI sources 

Gateway and edge applications
• Bulk decrypt BISS, BISS-CA, Verimatrix
• Receive or send SRT

Best suited for edge network deployments, this flexible platform allows operators to 
customize module configuration per application and perform various functions within 1RU.
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GT36  
HD/SDI Encoder 

Up to 4x IP outputs from HD/
SD-SDI or A/V analog inputs

GT21  
IP to Analog

Up to 6 NTSC analog 
channels on 2 RF outputs

GT31  
Satellite Receiver

4x DVB-S/S2 RF inputs

GT32  
ASI to IP 

4x ASI input or output, 
demux & passthrough

GT35  
HDMI Encoder 

Up to 4x IP outputs from 
HDMI input

GT23  
IP to QAM

Up to 12 QAM channels 
on 2  RF outputs

GT41  
Video processor 

Mux/demux, encrypt/decrypt 
(Verimatrix, Pro:Idiom, Samsung 
LYNK), RTP+FEC

NEW! NEW!

Available Modules
Up to 6 modules can be used in a single Tangram chassis. One module type can be installed 

exclusively or in combination with other modules or to support different applications.

wisigroup.com      14

The ultimate solution for high-density video processing

Deploy one module for several applications

Change functionality with an easy software upgrade

Available for IP to Analog applications - additional software option 
for IP to QAM coming in future release

GT2000 Universal IP to Edge Module
Next-Gen Processing Module

NEW!
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  Features:

  Key Applications

Launch a solution optimized for content insertion - encode and 
add additional video services to channel line-ups

Enable versatility by mixing and matching modules for different 
applications within 1RU

Receive and transmit multiple formats simultaneously

Chameleon Encoding and Processing Platform

Encoder and Broadcast Solution

 P Receive 8VSB, QAM, SRT, ASI and/or IP

 P Output as Analog, SDI, QAM, ASI and/or IP

 P Encode HDMI, HD/SD-SDI, and A/V inputs to IP digital outputs

 P SRT, RTP + FEC transmit and receive

• Ideal solution for smaller networks and low-density applications
• Great for local content acquisition: PEG channels, local sporting 

events
• Encode baseband content and add to channel line up
• Connect directly with broadcasters using:

• GigE
• ASI
• RTP+FEC
• SRT

An ideal solution for smaller networks and low-density applications, to connect 
between analog to digital or RF to IP environments.
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All Seeing Eye saves us a lot of time on troubleshooting 
and helps us identify issues quickly. It gives us the ability to 
proactively identify issues before the customer calls them in. 

- Linwood Tyndall
Infrastructure Engineer

Greenlight

All Seeing Eye

Award-Winning IP Visual Video Monitoring

Confidence monitoring of all headend video streams, 
including streams from 3rd party vendors

Sophisticated visual mosaic powered by VidiOSTM  

web-based user interface

Compatible with WISI’s intelligent headend product 
family: Inca, Tangram and Chameleon

  Features:

 P Visual monitoring of all headend streams

 P Video thumbnail mosaic with dark mode option

 P Efficient troubleshooting with visual highlighting

 P Email notifications when alarms occur and clear monitor locally 
and remotely using any web browser

 P Detailed transport stream statistics - PIDs, payload, bitrates

“
The All Seeing Eye provides sophisticated visual video monitoring and an overview mosaic of IP video streams, 
giving operators the ability to check the performance of an entire headend in any web browser.
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Mike Skowronski (Atlanta area, GA) 
Vice President of Sales 
Office: 678.999.2700 
Mobile: 770.597.0736 
mike.skowronski@wisi.tv

Jeff Young (St. Louis area, MO) 
Director of Sales, West 
Mobile: 573.703.7053 
jeff.young@wisi.tv

Jim Slade (Atlanta area, GA) 
Director of Sales, East 
Mobile: 201.315.5161 
jim.slade@wisi.tv

Brad Salerno (Nashville area, TN) 
Director of Sales, US National Accounts 
Mobile: 615.920.0803 
brad.salerno@wisi.tv

Gord Mummery (Toronto area, ON) 
Director of Sales, Canadian National Accounts 
Mobile: 647.388.4293 
gord.mummery@wisi.tv

Michael Roark (Chattanooga, TN) 
Principal Solutions Architect 
Mobile: 423.774.7167 
michael.roark@wisi.tv

Linda Maclean (Pitt Meadows, BC) 
Inside Sales 
Office: 778.826.1114 
linda.maclean@wisi.tv

WISI America is the North American headquarters of WISI, a 
global leader in video reception and distribution technology 
spanning over nine decades.

WISI Sales Team
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Experience Support Backed by Industry Veterans 

The WISI America support team consists of former cable and IPTV headend engineers 
who understand the daily complexities of managing a video headend. 

Collectively, WISI America support team members have decades of experience in 
the field and are certified by the SCTE-ISBE as Digital Video Engineering Professionals 
(DVEP). A deep understanding of video applications allows them to expertly handle 
customers’ configuration and troubleshooting questions. 

WISI is committed to a rapid resolution of all technical 
issues. The support team works in-house and col-
laborates closely with engineers and developers to 
diagnose and resolve customer issues. 

Our customers experience reliable and efficient 
operation thanks to a responsive world-class team with 
strong industry, product and technical knowledge.

Technical Support Contract Includes:

 P Responsive 24/7 support services

 P Email and phone support

 P Initial guided tour of the user interface

 P Diagnostic file analysis

 P Application review and troubleshooting

 P Direct access to developers and engineers when needed

 P Customer portal access - WISI Connect

WISI Technical Support

Rest Easy with Reliable 24/7 Operation

From the first time we dealt with WISI, support was 
unbelievable. If we had any issue, we could contact 
support and get results almost immediately. It was 
unbelievable then and still unbelievable now.

- Randy Plaisier 
CTO
CNI

Charles Stone - WISI Support Team, Certified SCTE-ISBE Digital Video Enågineering Professional

“
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Our sales and product teams are available for project  

discussions and online demos.

Book a private online meeting at: sales@wisi.tv (North American Office)

To download datasheets and diagrams, visit: wisigroup.com

WISI America
112-19055 Airport Way

Pitt Meadows, BC, Canada, V3Y 2B4
Phone: +1 855 998 4665
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